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Introduction
Corrosion, wear and fatigue are among the most important mechanisms that lead to materials degradation, which, eventually, leads to failure of components. The annual loss by material degradation owing to these mechanisms alone is assessed at 7-8% of a nation's gross national product (GNP), at least in the western world. Thus there is a great potential for saving resources, provided that the fundamentals of material behaviour, and thus its performance including degradation, are understood, in order to define on that basis strategies to improve the intrinsic properties of materials. This requires acquisition of scientific understanding rather than the accumulation of empirical data.
Corrosion, wear and fatigue involve chemical and/or mechanical interaction of the material component considered with loads imposed by the environment. Hence, materials performance and service life rely in many cases to a high degree on the properties of a material component in its surface region. Accordingly, engineering the intrinsic properties of the surface region to improve materials performance suggests itself, thus giving birth to the discipline of Surface Engineering. Obviously the number of conceivable surface engineering process variants to tailor any possible combination of structural or functional properties is endless. Indeed, the number of surface engineering processes in use at present is overwhelming.
From the very beginning of surface engineering, thermochemical processes have played a dominant role for realizing structural properties. The adjective 'thermochemical' should be interpreted as indicating a deliberate change of the chemical composition of the material at elevated temperature. This is accomplished by a thermally activated chemical reaction of the material's surface with one (or more) component(s) supplied by an appropriate environment as a gas, a plasma, a salt bath or a (powder) pack. Upon dissolution of the externally supplied component(s) into the surface, thermally activated (inter)diffusion, possibly, but not necessarily, accompanied by phase transformations, leads to a desired modification of the microstructure. The best known and most widely applied processes are case hardening 1 by carburizing and nitriding of steel components.
We have deliberately restricted this book to thermochemical surface engineering methods, rather than attempting to provide an overview of all possible surface engineering methods, which would have made this book either too bulky or superficial.
Materials are usually not used in a state of equilibrium. This holds in particular for materials in components subjected to a thermochemical surface engineering treatment, where the composition and the associated microstructure in the surface region of the component are (very) different from those in the bulk. Therefore, understanding the properties of materials of graded composition and microstructure, requires knowledge of the thermodynamics, i.e. the state of equilibrium strived for, and the kinetics of the surface engineering processes applied. On the one hand and unfortunately, such knowledge is only available to a limited extent at a fundamental level. On the other hand, a wealth of phenomenological data is offered by the literature and forms the basis for many surface engineering methods applied in (commercial) practice. Yet, we have tried with this book also to provide an overview of the scientific knowledge available on thermochemical surface engineering. It appears that such fundamental knowledge is largely restricted to gaseous treatments, because gaseous media, in contrast to salts, packs and plasmas, can be controlled such that the prevailing chemical potentials of the (active) species are known and can be measured and controlled precisely. For the same reason the kinetics of the surface reactions are practically only known comprehensively for the metal-gas reactions.
Against the above background, in the first chapter of this book, we have tried to present an overview of what is known about the thermodynamics of gaseous media used for carburizing and nitriding processes and their variants, and about the kinetics of the associated metal-gas reactions. The data provided and the calculation methods presented offer a unique review of the state of the art not available in any other literature source known to us. In particular, we have integrated in the text original and important data hitherto only available in papers written in German, thereby making possible their use worldwide.
Chapter 2 is devoted to a general description of the kinetics of (a) transport of species originating from the outer atmosphere through the solid, and (b) the possible reaction of this species with components in the solid, leading to phase transformation, with the product phase(s) emerging as (a) separate layer(s) at the surface or as dispersed particles in the substrate matrix.
Chapter 3 is devoted to the general principles of the process technology of the (usual) thermochemical surface engineering methods. As will be clear to the reader of this chapter, the strictly science-based approach of Chapters 1 and 2 is substituted by an overview of also more experience-based knowledge of great importance for successful thermochemical surface engineering.
The basis for understanding current thermochemical surface engineering processes is provided by these first three chapters.
The chapters in Part Two are devoted to the optimization of certain properties by dedicated thermochemical surface engineering: the fatigue resistance (Chapter 4), the wear resistance (Chapter 5) and the corrosion resistance (Chapter 6).
As indicated above, thermochemical surface engineering is dominated by nitriding/nitrocarburizing (Chapters 7-12) and carburizing (Chapter 13) and their variants. In these chapters (Part Three) fundamental aspects of the effects on the generated microstructure (especially Chapters 7, 8 and 13) as well as the process
